BIS Feature – Patient Registration of beneficiaries awaiting BIS approval

Feature Description

A pending approval beneficiary record (silver) can be searched in state TMS/NTMS. Patient Registration can be completed for the same record in TMS.

Reason for appending this feature

Multiple requests are being received from hospitals PAN India to being able to admit a PMJAY beneficiary without having to wait for them to complete the verification process. This feature integration between BIS and TMS will facilitate admission of patients at the hospital while BIS approval process works at backend.

Change Implementation Description

Process Flow

1. Through TMS, PMAM at the hospital will be able to search a ‘pending approval’ record using the following three parameters:
   a) Mobile Number
   b) Ration Card Number
   c) Family ID

2. PMAM can select the correct record and register the patient in TMS.

4. In BIS, the moment the patient has been registered, the record will move from any of the State Approver/SHA’s queue (Hospital or Non-Hospital) to the top of State Approver’s Hospital Queue and subsequently top of SHA’s hospital queue in case of a recommended for rejection case.

5. In TMS, button (Check Beneficiary Status) has been created which will check the beneficiary status, this button will check and retrieve record status from BIS (Pending Approval/Rejected).

6. TMS can discharge a patient only after the ‘pending record’ has been approved.

7. In case, the approver has rejected a pending record, TMS will not consider this patient as a PMJAY beneficiary and claim amount will be collected from the patient.

Note: Flag cases where silver records (pending BIS approval) are being registered and registration has been CANCELLED without raising a preauthorization request in TMS